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Forests in the Amazon and Congo supply substantial amounts of evaporation for their own rainfall, through i.e.
moisture recycling. However, large-scale deforestation reduces evaporation and thus dampens the water cycle,
while climate change is projected to increase drought risks. In view of this dual pressure, we aim to understand
the role of Amazon and Congo rainforests for maintaining their own resilience through moisture recycling during
the driest periods. We use 34 years of reanalysis and synthesis precipitation data with the moisture tracking model
WAM-2layers to (1) analyse how forest moisture recycling deviate from mean annual during the dry seasons and
dry years, and (2) identify the extent to which moisture recycling deviations can be explained by deviations in evaporation and wind respectively. We find that the relative importance of the forests as moisture suppliers for their own
rainfall increases during dry seasons. Dry years, i.e. years with low rainfall or water availability, further amplify
dry season moisture recycling – and the forests’ rainfall self-reliance – in both regions. We further introduce a new
metric – the correspondence ratio between deviations in dry period precipitation moisture source and evaporation
– that identifies the regions, in which evaporation anomalies most correspond to, and presumably are most likely to
explain the dry period anomalies of forest precipitation moisture source. The dry period intensification of moisture
recycling implies an increased dependence of forest rainfall on forest evaporation, and thus an increased sensitivity
to deforestation, during times with limited water availability. Lastly, by assuming that the forest-rainfall relationship in space holds for the relationship over time, we find that the risk for a forest-savanna transition is elevated
in both Amazon and Congo if mean dry season precipitation would fall to dry year levels. We conclude that dry
period intensification of moisture recycling constitute an important hydrometeorological phenomenon to consider
for understanding the joint impact of deforestation and climate change on forest resilience.

